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SYNOPSIS 
This thesis is devoted to an investigation of the secular decay in the magnetic fields of 
neutron stars The magnetic field of a neutron star plays a central role in its evolution 
- hke the mass of a gaseous star does in stellar evolution Very soon after pulsaxs 
were hacovered it was suggested by Ostnker and Gum that then magnetic fields 
may be decaymg m very short timescales of the order of a few milLon yesrs It was 
however pointed out by Baym, Pethck and Pines (1969) that there is a fundamental 
ckfficulty in understandmg the decay of the magnetic fields of neutron stars In the 
classicd picture tlus d~fficulty mses due to the astronormcdly long ohmrc &ssipation 
timescales ( N  10' yr) that axe ~mphed by the enormously hgh electrical conductiwty 
In the quantum picture, accordmg to whch the protons in the i t enor  mll be in a 
superconducting state, ~t is even more d~fficult o understand the decay of magnetic 
fields 
Regardless of the conceptual difficulties, the observational evidence gathered dunng 
the past 25 years does seem to inckcate that magnetic fields of neutron stars may 
~ndeed be decaymg A further twist to tlus &lemma is provided by the observational 
fact that the overwhelmng majonty of neutron stars mth low magnetic fields are in 
binary systems Therefore there have been attempts in the kterature to seek a causal 
connection between the mechazllsm of field decay and the hstory of a neutron star m 
a binary system 
Accordmg to one hypothesis ( T a m  and van den Heuvel 1986, Romam 1990), the 
decay of the magnetic field may be related to the accretion of matter itself We shall not 
pursue t h s  mechanism in this them Instead we will investigate in detal an alternative 
suggestron that has been made recently 
Soon after the discovery of the rmcroscopic theory of superconductivity by Bardeen, 
Cooper and S b e f e r  -and many years befote the discovery of neutron stars - A B Migdal 
and V L Ginzburg predicted that the neutron fluid in the intenor of a neutron star 
would be in a superfluid state, and the protons in a superconducting state It has since 
been widely accepted that the existence of supeduid states can and will have many 
import ant astrophysical consequences Supedui&ty of the neutrons waa first invoked 
to explan the phenomenon of "glitchn in radio pulsars More recently the supercon- 
ductivlty of the proton flud was gven a central role in trymg to explan the decay of 
magnetic fields in neutron stars 
Accordmg to t h s  novel suggestion (Snmvasan 1989, Snmvasan ef 41 1990), the 
magnetic flux trapped in the superconducting intenor is expelled from it as a con- 
sequence of the slomng down of the neutron star T h s  model invokes interpimng 
between the vortices in the neutron supe rhd  (parallel to the rotation axls of the star) 
and the quantized fluxoids in the proton superconductor (parallel to the magnetic a m )  
Thw t hem zs devoted to 4 detazled anvestzgatzon of thts novel suggestzon The matenal 
m t h s  thesis is orgarslzed as follows 
Chapter 1 In the first chapter a detaded introduction is gwen to the structure of 
the mtenor of a neutron star Then the rotational hstory of neutron stars in binary 
systems is renewed and the necessary formulae for the ensmng detrtlled calculations 
are surnrnamzed 
Chapter 2 This chapter begms with a bnef renew of the current ideas on the on- 
g n  and evolution of magnetic fields of neutron stars Then the scenmo of spindown 
induced flw expulsion from the superconducting interior (SIF model) is descnbed in 
some detrtll The rest of the chapter is devoted to a detaded analysis of the magnetic 
field evolution of solitary neutron stars, as well as those born and processed in binary 
systems mthin the prermse of the SIF model In the latter category, a separate ac- 
count IS given of neutron stats with massive, intermebate mass and low mass stellar 
companions A cornpanson is made between the predictions of the model as borne out 
by detaded cdculations and the observed magnetic fields of neutron stars 
Chapter 3 In the simple model of flux expulsion explored in chapter 2 it was as- 
sumed that the fluxoids pinned to the neutron vortices could be drawn out at arbitrary 
speeds decided only by the spindown rate of the neutron star Such a simplified picture 
ignores several other important forces that may be acting on the magnetic flux tubes 
as they move through the degenerate electron gas For example, it is well known fiom 
laboratory experience in type I1 superconductors that a movmg fluxold m11 expmence 
a "dragn force due to scattmng of electrons off the flux tubes Such a drag force cas 
restnct the motion of the flu tubes In adcttlon, the quantized flux tubes may ex- 
penence a buoyancy force, as well as forces that mse  due to curvature of these flux 
tubes as they are dragged out of the superconducting intenor In t h s  chapter all these 
forces are carefully taken mto account and the results of chapter 2 are reexamned for 
solitary, as well as neutron stars m blnary systems 
Chapter 4 The underlying theme of chapters 2 and 3 was that d the vortxes and 
fluxoids were iterpinned, then, as the vortices move out in response to the slowing 
down of the star they will drag the flux tubes mth them If this is indeed the case then 
it is reasonable to ask whether there could be a back reaction on the rotation of the 
star itself For example, it is custommly assumed that the neutron supedmd in the 
core mll more or less instantaneously re-adjust its rotation rate to match m t  h that of 
the crust T h s  need not be true if the vortices are tangled up with the fluxoids and 
are therefore not able to quickly re-adjust their positions in response to a sudden spin- 
ning up or spinning down of the crust This question has not been considered in the 
literature so fa t ,  and is addressed for the first time in this chapter Several interesting 
consequences of the interplay between the magnetic evolution of the neutron star asd 
its spin evolution are descnbed 
Chapter 5 In t h s  final chapter we gather together all the new results and conclusions 
descnbed in t b s  thesis 
